
1st evaluation: 

questionnaire1 
 

1) Place of residence 
                               Belgium, België, Belgique         21  (18,10%) 

                                                  Cyprus          0   (0,00%) 

                                                  Greece         18  (15,52%) 

                                    Germany, Deutschland         15  (12,93%) 

                                           Italy, Italia         30  (25,86%) 

                                          Poland, Polska          0   (0,00%) 

                                                  Latvia         32  (27,59%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        116           

                                               no answer          0           

 

 

2) Do you only speak your mother tongue?  
                                                     Yes         18  (15,52%) 

                                                      No         98  (84,48%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        116           

                                               no answer          0           

 

 

3) Have you also been learning another language because your parents originally 

come from another coun 
                                                     Yes         27  (23,89%) 

                                                      No         86  (76,11%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        113           

                                               no answer          3           

 

 

4) Which language is it? 
    <9/9>   polish 
    <12/12> turkish 
    <13/13> English 
    <15/15> English 
    <19/19> English and French  
    <22/22> inglese 
    <27/27> France 
    <34/34> Albanian 
    <35/35> Inglese 
    <36/36> inglese 
    <40/40> english 
    <41/41> english 
    <43/43> English  
    <49/49> english 
    <55/55> GERMAN 
    <56/56> English 
    <59/59> Greek 
    <72/72> russian 
    <75/75> Engish 
    <78/78> Russian  
    <79/79> Russian  
    <80/80> Russian 
    <81/81> Russian  

    <82/82>   russian 
    <86/86>   russian 
    <90/90>   russian 
    <91/91>   english german  
    <92/92>   english german  
    <93/93>   Russian,german,korean 
    <94/94>   German 
    <96/96>   polish 
    <98/98>   italian ,spanish, english ,dutch 
    <100/100> Turkish: 
    <102/102> Russian 
    <103/103> Sousou: 
    <104/104> arabisch 
    <105/105> Albanais 
    <106/106> Arabic 
    <108/108> Armenian 
    <109/109> arabe 
    <110/110> arabe 
    <111/111> Roumanian 
    <112/112> arabisch  
    <113/113> Russe: 
    <114/114> Polish 
 

  



5) Which of the following foreign languages do you learn at school? 
                                                 English        113  (98,26%) 

                                                  French         27  (23,48%) 

                                                 Italian         17  (14,78%) 

                                                 Spanish          0   (0,00%) 

                                                  German         46  (40,00%) 

                                                   Dutch         21  (18,26%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        224           

                                                 answers        115           

                                               no answer          1           

 

 

6) How well you are at English? Reading 
                                               Very good         14  (12,17%) 

                                                    Good         72  (62,61%) 

                                                Quite ok         24  (20,87%) 

                                                     Bad          5   (4,35%) 

                                                Very bad          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        115           

                                               no answer          1           

                                                 average       2,17           

 

 

7) How well you are at English? Listening/Understanding 
                                               Very good         12  (10,34%) 

                                                    Good         58  (50,00%) 

                                                Quite ok         39  (33,62%) 

                                                     Bad          7   (6,03%) 

                                                Very bad          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        116           

                                               no answer          0           

                                                 average       2,35           

 

 

8) How well you are at English? Speaking 
                                               Very good         12  (10,43%) 

                                                    Good         56  (48,70%) 

                                                Quite ok         37  (32,17%) 

                                                     Bad          9   (7,83%) 

                                                Very bad          1   (0,87%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        115           

                                               no answer          1           

                                                 average        2,4           

 

 

9) How well you are at English? Writing 
                                               Very good         10   (8,77%) 

                                                    Good         49  (42,98%) 

                                                Quite ok         46  (40,35%) 

                                                     Bad          8   (7,02%) 

                                                Very bad          1   (0,88%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        114           

                                               no answer          2           

                                                 average       2,48           

  



10) Do you have friends living abroad?  
                                                     Yes         86  (74,14%) 

                                                      No         30  (25,86%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        116           

                                               no answer          0           

 

11) Do you have relatives living abroad?  
                                                     Yes         66  (57,89%) 

                                                      No         48  (42,11%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        114           

                                               no answer          2           

 

12) If applicable, for what reasons do your friends / relatives live abroad? 
                                                    work         41  (39,81%) 

                                                   study         26  (25,24%) 

                                                  family         55  (53,40%) 

                                           other reasons         35  (33,98%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        157           

                                                 answers        103           

                                               no answer         13           

 

13) Do you communicate with those people in English?  
                                                     Yes         60  (54,05%) 

                                                      No         51  (45,95%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        111           

                                               no answer          5           

 

14) If applicable, how do you communicate with them in English? 
                                                  Visits         20  (22,99%) 

                                               Telephone         36  (41,38%) 

                                                   Email         18  (20,69%) 

                                                   Skype         23  (26,44%) 

                                                WhatsApp         52  (59,77%) 

                                                 Threema          1   (1,15%) 

                                                Facebook         21  (24,14%) 

                                               Instagram         48  (55,17%) 

                                                Snapchat         29  (33,33%) 

                                    other social network         19  (21,84%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        267           

                                                 answers         87           

                                               no answer         29           

 

15) Motivation to lean foreign languages 
                                           no motivation          1   (0,86%) 

                                    almost no motivation          2   (1,72%) 

                                          low motivation          9   (7,76%) 

                 little motivation, just for good grades         19  (16,38%) 

                                          very motivated         71  (61,21%) 

                                        highly motivated         14  (12,07%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        116           

                                               no answer          0           

                                                 Average       3,72           

  



16) Have you already lived in another country than your home country?  
                                                     Yes         17  (14,66%) 

                                                      No         99  (85,34%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        116           

 

17) If applicable, which country is it?  
    <7/7>   Italy 
    <57/57> Cyprus 
    <59/59> Greece 
    <68/68> Spain 
    <72/72> Germany 
    <74/74> Japan, Germany 
    <75/75> UK 
    <84/84> England, Lithuania, German 

    <85/85>   Holland 
    <86/86>   Russia 
    <90/90>   Germany 
    <97/97>   Poland  
    <98/98>   Italy, Morocco 
    <105/105> Albania 
    <108/108> Armenia 
    <111/111> Romania  

 

18) Consider as an European 
                                                     Yes        100  (87,72%) 

                                                      No         14  (12,28%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        114           

                                               no answer          2           

 

19) Would you consider living in another European country?  
                                                     Yes         95  (84,07%) 

                                                      No         18  (15,93%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        113           

                                               no answer          3           

 

20) Which of the following European countries 
                                                 Belgium         26  (23,64%) 

                                                  Cyprus         20  (18,18%) 

                                                 Germany         48  (43,64%) 

                                                  Greece         19  (17,27%) 

                                                   Italy         40  (36,36%) 

                                                  Latvia         31  (28,18%) 

                                                  Poland         17  (15,45%) 

                                                      UK         72  (65,45%) 

                                             Scandinavia         28  (25,45%) 

                                                   Spain         44  (40,00%) 

                                               Portulgal         22  (20,00%) 

                                                  France         41  (37,27%) 

                                                   other         28  (25,45%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total        436           

                                                 answers        110           

                                               no answer          6           

 

21) For which reasons would you like to go there?  
                                                  school          8   (7,27%) 

                                              university         43  (39,09%) 

                                     vocational training         17  (15,45%) 

                                         work experience         61  (55,45%) 

                                     just for travelling         63  (57,27%) 

                                           other reasons         37  (33,64%) 

                                                   total        229           

                                                 answers        110           

                                               no answer          6           



Survey Meeting on Cyprus (students) 
 

1) Did you enjoy the Erasmus+ project meeting? 
                                                     Yes         17 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

 

2) Give reasons? 
     <1> Reasons: Because it was a nice time and we had a lot of fun. 
     <2> Reasons: I made a lot of new friends, I made new experiences 
                  I learned something about other countries cultures 
     <3> Reasons: new friends, new experiences, nice to meet Cyprus  
     <4> Reasons: new experiences, I met new People and made new friends 
     <5> Reasons: Because I learned a lot , the people were sympatric. We did many things, it was not boring. 
     <7> Reasons: I could see new places, meet new people, speak English 
     <8> Reasons: I could see new places, meet new people, speak English 
     <9> Reasons: It’s important to have contacts with other cultures and other friends from all over the world! 
    <10> Reasons: It’s important to have contacts with other cultures and other friends from all over the world! 
    <11> Reasons: I had the opportunity to improve my language, learn new cultures and meet my old foreign  
                  friends again  
    <12> Reasons: I had the opportunity to improve my language, learn new cultures and meet my old foreign  
                  friends again  
    <15> Reasons: It's an unforgettable experience, because you travel to an foreign country and you discover  
                  their civilization, their tradition s and the way they live. Also you meet new friends. 
    <16> Reasons: It's an unforgettable experience, because you travel to an foreign country and you discover  
                  their civilization, their tradition s and the way they live. Also you meet new friends. 
    <17> Reasons: because it was a great experience 
 

3) Would you suggest this experience to other students? 
                                                     Yes         17 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

 

4) Give reasons? 
    <1> Reasons: Because we met new friends and it was a unforgettable time. 
    <2> Reasons: they would hopefully find new friends too, they would learn the same  
    <3> Reasons: because it was very interesting and funny. I met very much nice new people and made new 
                 Friends. Its an experience I will never forget. 
    <4> Reasons: it is an opportunity to get to know a new culture, you may never have again 
    <5> Reasons: Because you can see how other people live in the EU. You can learn something about the  
                 people's culture. In addition, you train your English. 
    <7> Reasons: It is a great adventure 
    <8> Reasons: It is a great adventure 
    <9> Reasons: Because my experience was amazing, I found an amazing host family, friends and good  
                 things to see. 
   <10> Reasons: Because my experience was amazing, I found an amazing host family, friends and good  
                 things to see. 
   <11> Reasons: Yes because it allows you to meet new people, new languages And traditions, improve  
                 Language. And, above all, make is more responsible  
   <12> Reasons: Yes because it allows you to meet new people, new languages And traditions, improve  
                 language And, above all, make is more responsible  
   <13> Reasons: I suggest because it was very good experience  
   <14> Reasons: I suggest because it was very good experience  
   <15> Reasons: I will suggest to the students, for the great experience. 
   <16> Reasons: I will suggest to the students, for the great experience. 
   <17> Reasons: because you meet new people and cultures  



5) To which extent were your expectations of the project meeting? 
                                    not satisfied at all          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  7  (41,18%) 

                                 outstandingly satisfied         10  (58,82%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

                                            ohne Antwort          0           

                                              Average       4,59           

                                                  Median          5           

 

6) If taken place, were the workshops interesting?  
                                         not interesting          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (5,88%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  7  (41,18%) 

                                        very interesting          9  (52,94%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

                                                 Average       4,41           

 

7) How would you rate your Erasmus+ trip compared with other school trips? 
                             not as good as normal trips          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                the same as normal trips          2  (11,76%) 

                                                                  5  (29,41%) 

                           much better than normal trips         10  (58,82%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

                                                 Average       4,47           

 

8) Did you enjoy the trips and visits during your project meeting? 
                                                     Yes         15  (88,24%) 

                                                      No          2  (11,76%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

 

9) Give reason? 
    <1> Reasons: Because we saw a lot of things and it is interesting to know more about that. 
    <2> Reasons: I saw new things with new friends and learned things I would never learn in my country 
    <3> Reasons: very interesting visits to interesting factories and not boring museums 
    <4> Reasons: I had a lot of fun, I saw things I never saw before, we visited interesting places 
    <5> Reasons: Because the cities were interesting. There are other constructions for houses. The places  
                 were interesting, we were told something about the place and so you learned much. 
    <7> Reasons: I could see many new places, factories etc. 
    <8> Reasons: I could see many new places, factories etc. and learn how people in different parts of the  
                 world earn the living 
    <9> Reasons: The visits were interesting and it was like a full immersion in the Cypriot culture  
   <10> Reasons: The visits were interesting and it was like a full immersion in the Cypriot culture  
   <11> Reasons: We visited places that are not very developed in Italy, such as the university which in Cyprus  
                 is very modern And full of simulation tests  
   <12> Reasons: We visited places that are not very developed in Italy, such as the university which in Cyprus  
                 is very modern And full of simulation tests  
   <15> Reasons: Yes, because I have learned new things very interested for me. 
   <16> Reasons: Yes, because I have learned new things very interested for me. 
   <17> Reasons: I saw many things and I learned many things too 
  



10) Which was your favourite? Give reason? 
    <1> Reasons: The rose factory, because i like the smell and the design of these products. 
    <2> Reasons: visting the European University of Cyprus, trips to the big Cities (Larnaca) 
    <3> Reasons: the visit to the rose factory, because it smelled very good and it was very interesting  
                 the visit to Larnaca, because I love the sea and I was happy to stay a few time at the sea 
    <4> Reasons: the trip to Larnaca and also to the European University were both my favourite places we  
                 went. Larnaca was one of the most beautiful Cities we saw there and there and the things we  
                 saw were very interesting, the medical lab was my favourite 
    <5> Reasons: My favourite was Limassol. The port was cool, but I also enjoyed Agros. I have never know,  
                 that you can do so much with roses. 
    <7> Reasons: Limassol- I have never been at the seaside before 
    <8> Reasons: Limassol- I have never been at the seaside before, Rose factory and the university 
    <9> Reasons: My favourite visit was on Tuesday at European university, because I loved to program a robot. 
   <10> Reasons: My favourite visit was on Tuesday at European university, because I loved to program a robot. 
   <11> Reasons: My favourite is the university because I love studying And I liked its structure  
   <12> Reasons: My favourite is the university because I love studying And i liked its structure  
   <13> Reasons: the university was very interesting  
   <14> Reasons: the university was very interesting  
   <15> Reasons: My favourite was the university, because I saw things that you can do in some sectors. 
   <16> Reasons: My favourite was the university, because I saw things that you can do in some sectors. 
   <17> Reasons: Limassol day trip 
 

11) Any you didn't like? Give reason? 
    <1> Reasons: No 
    <2> Reasons: visiting places that smelled horrible like the Juice factory and the cheese factory 
    <3> Reasons: no 
    <4> Reasons: the last trip we went on, we just saw some churches, that was a bit boring 
    <5> Reasons: It was the KEAN factory. It was too loud, that you can't hear what they said, not interesting. 
    <7> Reasons: No 
    <8> Reasons: No 
    <9> Reasons: I didn’t like the castle in Limassol, because there wasn’t a guide and we didn’t understand the  
                 history of this old building  
   <10> Reasons: I didn’t like the castle in Limassol, because there wasn’t  a guide and we didn’t understand  
                 the history of this old building  
   <11> Reasons: I would have preferred to visit cities like Larnaca and Limassol  
   <12> Reasons: I would have preferred to visit cities like Larnaca and Limassol  
   <13> Reasons: I liked it so much all these things that we did 
   <14> Reasons: I liked it so much all these things that we did 
   <15> Reasons: I was like everything, but it was just the tiredness we had. 
   <16> Reasons: I was like everything, but it was just the tiredness we had. 
   <17> Reasons: I got sick and missed one day 
 

12) Which things would you like to change? 
    <1> Reasons: That we have the opportunity to establish contact with the people early. 
    <2> Reasons: perhaps one could give the students some choices for what they will be doing and visiting 
    <3> Reasons: longer trips, because it was very nice and more options to make school exchanges  
    <4> Reasons: it was actually good the way it was 
    <5> Reasons: I would change nothing except the KEAN factory. 
    <7> Reasons: Nothing comes to my mind 
    <8> Reasons: Nothing comes to my mind 
    <9> Reasons: Maybe they give us too much free time and we didn’t know what to see in this time  
   <10> Reasons: Maybe they give us too much free time and we didn’t know what to see in this time  
   <11> The afternoon a little more organized with the school because we only got acquainted in the morning  
   <12> The afternoon a little more organized with the school because we only got acquainted in the morning  
   <13> Reasons: Nothing, all was fantastic 
   <14> Reasons: Nothing, all was fantastic 
   <15> Reasons: Nothing, everything was perfect. 
   <16> Reasons: Nothing, everything was perfect. 
   <17> Reasons: no  



13) Do you think that staying in host families has enriched your experience? 
                                                     Yes         16  (94,12%) 

                                                      No          1   (5,88%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

 

 

14) Give reason? 
    <1> Reasons: I don´t like it so much. 
    <2> Reasons: I learn how the families normally live in the countries I visit 
    <3> Reasons: You learned about the real everyday life, your family learn you about typical tradition and 
                 you get friend with your exchange partner  
    <4> Reasons: I get to know a whole new routine 
    <5> Reasons: I've never been by an host family. So I could see their living standards and more. 
    <7> Reasons: I could see how different people live 
    <8> Reasons: I could see how different people live, what they eat 
    <9> Reasons: My host family was lovely and talkative so I spoke a lot about everything. 
   <10> Reasons: My host family was lovely and talkative so I spoke a lot about everything. 
   <11> Reasons: I talked more in English And I tightened a lot more with my host  
   <12> Reasons: I talked more in English And I tightened a lot more with my host  
   <13> Reasons: Your learn their culture 
   <14> Reasons: Your learn their culture 
   <15> Reasons: Because I saw how they live the families to other countries. 
   <16> Reasons: Because I saw how they live the families to other countries. 
   <17> Reasons: 
 

 

15) How was the relationship with your twin-student? 
                                                     bad          0   (0,00%) 

                                                  normal          0   (0,00%) 

                                                    good          1   (5,88%) 

                                               very good          6  (35,29%) 

                                               excellent         10  (58,82%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

                                                 Average       4,53           

 

 

16) How did you get on with your twin's family?  
                                                     bad          0   (0,00%) 

                                                  normal          0   (0,00%) 

                                                    good          2  (11,76%) 

                                               very good          6  (35,29%) 

                                               excellent          9  (52,94%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

                                                 Average       4,41           

 

 

17) Are you more motivated to learn a foreign language? 
                                                     Yes         16  (94,12%) 

                                                      No          1   (5,88%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

  



18) Give reason? 
    <1> Reasons: Because I think, that this is not so interesting. 

    <2> Reasons: they already taught me some words and I would like to learn a few more so that I am able to  

                 understand them 
    <3> Reasons: because I saw how important it is to speak good English  
    <4> Reasons: I saw how important it is to know another language 
    <5> Reasons: Because other languages are interesting 
    <7> Reasons: Using English I can communicate with a lot of foreigners 
    <8> Reasons: Using English I can communicate with a lot of foreigners 
    <9> Reasons: Because communicate with other people, from 6 different countries was amazing and  
                 rewarding  
   <10> Reasons: Because communicate with other people, from 6 different countries was amazing and  
                 rewarding  
   <11> Reasons: It is a very interesting language and is used to communicate in the World 
   <12> Reasons: It is a very interesting language and is used to communicate in the World 
   <15> Reasons: I want to learn a foreign language, because I want to speak with people when I will go to a  
                 foreign country. 
   <16> Reasons: I want to learn a foreign language, because I want to speak with people when i will go to a  
                 foreign country. 
   <17> Reasons: helps communication 
 

 

19) Did you like conversing in English as a lingua franca? 
                                                     Yes         17 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

 

 

20) Give reason? 
    <1> Reasons: Because I think English is a nice language. 
    <2> Reasons: I am good at speaking in English and speaking in English for the whole week was a nice  
                 experience for me, my English became better too 
    <3> Reasons: because it was very interesting to see how good I spoke English and how much I make  
                 progresses  
    <4> Reasons: I can speak English well so it was funny to try it out in real life 
    <5> Reasons: Because you learned a little bit English 
    <7> Reasons: I can communicate with a lot of foreigners 
    <8> Reasons: I can communicate with a lot of foreigners 
    <9> Reasons: Because I learned a lot of new words  
   <10> Reasons: Because I learned a lot of new words  
   <11> Reasons: I love English for its pronunciation  
   <12> Reasons: I love English for its pronunciation  
   <15> Reasons: Because English language is speaking all over the world. 
   <16> Reasons: Because English language is speaking all over the world. 
 

 

21) How much do you think you've improved your knowledge of the culture of the 

country? 
                           I didn't improve my knowledge          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  5  (29,41%) 

                                                                  7  (41,18%) 

                  I have improved my knowledge very much          5  (29,41%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

                                              Average          4           

  



22) How much has this mobility benefited your European feeling? 
                                                    less          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  5  (29,41%) 

                                                                  5  (29,41%) 

                                                    more          7  (41,18%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

                                                 Average       4,12           

 

 

23) To what extent do you feel European now ? 
                                                    less          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2  (11,76%) 

                                                                  9  (52,94%) 

                                                    more          6  (35,29%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

                                                 Average       4,24           

 

 

24) To what extent has this mobility increased your awareness of career opportunities? 
                                                    less          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (5,88%) 

                                                                  4  (23,53%) 

                                                                  4  (23,53%) 

                                                    more          8  (47,06%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         17           

                                                 Average       4,12           



Survey Meeting in Greece (Students) 
 

 

1) Did you enjoy the Erasmus+ project meeting? 
                                                     Yes         16 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         16           

 

 

2) Give reasons! 
    <1/23> To learn their culture. Meeting other people  
    <2/24> you do the experience how to live in other countries and families and the programs are very interesting  
    <3/25> I really enjoyed, meeting people from other countries and getting to know other cultures!  
    <4/26> It is a nice experience. 
    <6/28> It was very enjoyable , i have meet a lot of interesting people that is still keep in contact with  
    <7/29> This project was for me exciting, I had the chance to meet many fantastic people  
    <8/30> Good experience, chance to meet new people from all over the world, new knowledge in different spheres,  
            chance to improve language skills. 
    <9/31> First of all I met wonderful people from different countries, with their own cultures, languages and opinions.  
            I felt happy and satisfied, when I was flying home, but also sad, because of leaving such a beautiful  
            country as Greece and great people, that I've met. I still contact with them, and I will continue it in future.  
            The opportunity to see a new country for me was also amazing. Of course, I can't mention, that I improved  
            not only my language and communication skills, but also performing in public. 
   <10/32> It was such a great experience to learn a new culture, get to know new people  
   <11/33> I am happy that I have been in Greece because I met a lot of new people.  
   <12/34> I learn new things about others countries  
   <13/35> Because I knew people from other countries. 
   <14/36> It was such a great experience to learn a new culture, get to know new people  
   <15/37> yes I liked it Erasmus project because we meet a lot of people and we discover a new culture 
   <16/38> it was a great learning experience 
 

 

3) Would you suggest this experience to other students? 
                                                     Yes         15 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         15           

 

 

4) Give reasons! 
    <1/23> t’s good for the hole life  
    <2/24> you learn much about the culture and you meet new people from other countries like Poland, Italy, etc 
    <3/25> It’s very interesting and I enjoyed the time.  
    <4/26> It’s good to see other countries. 
    <6/28> of course, it gives an amazing opportunity to learn about a new culture. 
    <7/29> Yes of course, because The other students can practice useful languages and get to know different culture. 
    <9/31> I would suggest this experience to all students, who are interested in communication, getting new skills,  
            working in an international team and spending a great time with great people in an amazing place. 
   <10/32> Because it’s change to see other cultures everyday life not “vacation” life 
   <11/33> It's interesting to meet people from a different country and to learn about the culture  
   <12/34> improve your English, learns a new culture, meeting new people 
   <13/35> It's a nice and enjoyable school trip where you can meet people from other countries and knew other  
            cultures. 
   <14/36> Because it’s change to see other cultures everyday life not “vacation” life 
   <15/37> Yes I suggest this experience because it is an unforgettable project! 
   <16/38> you meet many people from different countries 
 



5) To which extent were your expectations of the project meeting? 
                                    not satisfied at all          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (6,25%) 

                                                                  3  (18,75%) 

                                                                  3  (18,75%) 

                                 outstandingly satisfied          9  (56,25%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         16           

                                                  average       4,25 / 5      

 

 

6) If taken place, were the workshops interesting?  
                                         not interesting          1   (6,25%) 

                                                                  4  (25,00%) 

                                                                  5  (31,25%) 

                                                                  5  (31,25%) 

                                        very interesting          1   (6,25%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                    total         16           

                                                  average       3,06 / 5       

 

 

7) How would you rate your Erasmus+ trip compared with other school trips? 
                             not as good as normal trips          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2  (12,50%) 

                                the same as normal trips          2  (12,50%) 

                                                                  3  (18,75%) 

                           much better than normal trips          9  (56,25%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         16           

                                                 average       4,19 / 5       

 

 

8) Did you enjoy the trips and visits during your project meeting? 
                                                     Yes         15  (93,75%) 

                                                      No          1   (6,25%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         16           

 

 

9) Give reason! 
    <1/23> it was interesting  
    <2/24> you learned much about the culture and it was interesting to see other citys in greece 
    <3/25> The museums weren’t very interesting (the guided tours).  
            But I enjoyed the places, where we were allowed to walk alone and see everything alone.  
    <4/26> The programme was very bad and boring. However, the people were nice. 
    <6/28> it gave me an idea of how other cultures behave on normal day basis 
    <7/29> I liked this trips, because I could taste new meals  
    <9/31> The trips were both - entertaining and educational. I enjoyed all of them, they were different,  
            connected with various fields like history, science, nature, career, culture.  
   <10/32> Yes, because I saw new beautiful places  
   <13/35> We went to many tourist attractions where we had fun. 
   <14/36> Yes, because I saw new beautiful places  
   <15/37> Yes it was good because the visits were very interesting and I learn a lot  
   <16/38> very interesting 
 

 



10) Which was your favourite? Give reason! 
    <1/23> to be in a tv station  
    <2/24> I liked it, when we were dancing All together at the party on Friday, because we were all together and had  
            fun. I also liked when we learned the Greece dances.  
    <3/25> I liked the Melidoni cave, the tv and radio station, the pottery workshop and the ‘Cretaquarium’ because it  
            was interesting and exciting to see something I never saw before.  
    <4/26> We went 30 minutes in an aquarium. The Time was too short but this was the best programme point. 
    <6/28> Definitely when we visited a village and saw traditional dances, the food was also very tasty and different  
            compared to my country. 
    <7/29> The best one was when we visited a village and saw some traditional greek dances 
    <8/30> I really enjoyed guided tours, it was interesting. 
    <9/31> It is hard for me to choose only one, cause I really enjoyed almost every one. I think, I was most impressed  
            by the trip to a little village, where we went trough its streets, saw, how do people live there, than we went  
            to a local cafeteria, and then we had a great opportunity to enjoy local musicians playing and singing  
            national Greek songs and to look at beautiful national Greek dances. And then we could dance too!  
            All together, students, teachers, waiters, dancers - the feeling of unity was fantastic and unforgettable!  
            It is one of the main reasons, why do I want to participate in such a great project one more time 
            and also to return to Greece!   
   <10/32> Excursion to Knossos, because I’ve heard about that place before and I knew the myth about that place so  
            seeing it live was exciting 
   <11/33> The university was great. We saw how students eat and the environment around the university  
   <13/35> Reasons: Melidoni cave and Kriti TV 
   <14/36> Excursion to Knossos, because I’ve heard about that place before and I knew the myth about that place so  
            seeing it live was exciting 
   <15/37> My favourite visit was the TV studio because I had never been there and I found it very fun ! 
   <16/38> Trapsano 
 

 

11) Any you didn't like? Give reason! 
    <1/23> the long trips  
    <2/24> I did not really like when we had the work shop after the long day in the plastic factory, because it was hard  
            to concentrate.  
    <3/25> Yes, I didn’t liked the Plastika kritis, the workshops ( I liked the pottery workshop but the others not), the  
            archaeological museum and the institute because I wasn’t interested in this so they were boring for me.  
    <4/26> I did not like the rest of the Programme. There were just lectures about boring things. 
    <6/28> Visiting the universities was quiet boring, people in Erasmus are young and that type of trip doesn’t interest  
            them. 
    <9/31> I liked all of them. 
   <11/33> I like all the activities  
   <13/35> aquarium because it was small. 
   <15/37> No, I appreciated everything  
 

 

12) Which things would you like to change? 
    <1/23> to short the program 
    <2/24> Maybe more people from other countries could do the Erasmus exchange to  
    <3/25> I would change that the program is clear. I was given a program in my school before the exchange but it  
            isn’t the right one and the other program we got in Crete wasn’t completely right too.  
    <4/26> A better programme. 
    <6/28> Maybe the age group, being nearly 18 and my partner 13 didn’t allow me to feel comfortable and opened  
            up, there wasn’t a lot of topic we could have spoken about. 
    <7/29> nothing 
    <8/30> After excursion I would love to explore visited place myself, because sometimes there is no chance to  
            carefully see the place if you always follow the guide. 
    <9/31> I would only make the project time longer, not one week, at least two! 
   <11/33> Nothing.  
   <13/35> The way you choose people to host us.. 
   <15/37> For me everything was perfect: the visits were great, the other Erasmus were really nice and et program  
            was good ! So we must not change anything .,) 
 

 



13) Do you think that staying in host families has enriched your experience? 
                                                     Yes         15  (93,75%) 

                                                      No          1   (6,25%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         16           

 

 

14) Give reason! 
    <2/24> you learned much about the culture  
    <3/25> I really had to speak English and I have been on my own  
    <4/26> It was nice to See the all day things. 
    <6/28> it made me feel like at home, and our relations allowed me to feel extremely comfortable. 
    <7/29> they made me feel welcomed  
    <9/31> Staying in a host family is the best way to get acquainted with the real culture, with the essence of a land  
            and its people. I am very grateful to my host family, for their patience, friendliness, attention and love they  
            gave to me! I will never forget our late warm talks at home, because we always arrived home late, because 
            of the good program and free time activities. Family can tell you things in informal way, and it is the best  
            way to learn a new culture! 
   <10/32> Definitely, because I was talking a lot with my host family and they were telling me about their everyday life,  
            their culture , traditions etc 
   <11/33> Living for one week in a family is very interesting. I saw how they live, how they eat....  
   <12/34> I discovered new meal  
   <13/35> I didn't like the girl and her family that host me. 
   <14/36> Definitely, because I was talking a lot with my host family and they were telling me about their everyday life,  
            their culture , traditions etc 
   <15/37> Yes it’s interesting because we discover a new culture, new friends and we improve our English  
 

 

15) How was the relationship with your twin-student? 
                                                     bad          1   (6,67%) 

                                                  normal          0   (0,00%) 

                                                    good          2  (13,33%) 

                                               very good          5  (33,33%) 

                                               excellent          7  (46,67%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         15           

                                                 average       4,13 / 5       

 

 

16) How did you get on with your twin's family?  
                                                     bad          0   (0,00%) 

                                                  normal          1   (6,67%) 

                                                    good          2  (13,33%) 

                                               very good          1   (6,67%) 

                                               excellent         11  (73,33%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         15           

                                                 average       4,47 / 5       

 

 

17) Are you more motivated to learn a foreign language? 
                                                     Yes         10  (62,50%) 

                                                      No          6  (37,50%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         16           

 

 



18) Give reason()? 
    <2/24> because I like to learn new languages so my opinion does not change 
    <3/25> Sometimes, my partner didn’t spoke English and if I could have spoken Greek, I could have understood her  
            and her family better.  
    <4/26> Because I already learn many languages. 
    <6/28> I have always loved learning new languages 
    <7/29> Because this is useful in my future life  
    <8/30> It is real situation, when you must use language. Otherwise there might be a problem. 
    <9/31> Every language opens new doors for us, gives us an opportunity to get in touch with people with other  
            cultures, opinions and thoughts. After the Erasmus+ project I am more motivated to learn foreign  
            languages, cause I met wonderful people, and I don't want to stop meeting amazing people from all around  
            the world. I want to continue!  
   <10/32> I always wanted to learn new languages and improve the ones I already know  
   <11/33> I think that the Greek language is very beautiful  
   <12/34> You can travel with English.  
   <13/35> English was my second language and everybody must know English to understand each other. 
   <14/36> I always wanted to learn new languages and improve the ones I already know  
   <15/37> No because I always wanted to learn English and the experience did not change my desire 
 

 

19) Did you like conversing in English as a lingua franca? 
                                                     Yes         16 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         16           

 

 

20) Give reason! 
    <2/24> it is a new experience not to speak German  
    <3/25> English connected every country.  
    <4/26> My English skills were better and better. 
    <6/28> the conversation was more interesting and it was nice to listen to their accents 
    <7/29> I liked their ways of pronunciations 
    <9/31> Yes, English is a beautiful language.  
            Today it is a topical foreign language in the whole world to learn, why not? 
   <11/33> I improved my English.  
   <13/35> because everybody can understand everything. 
   <15/37> Yes because it improves my English but sometimes it was a bit difficult for me to understand everything  
 

 

21) How much do you think you've improved your knowledge of the culture of the country? 
                           I didn't improve my knowledge          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (6,25%) 

                                                                  2  (12,50%) 

                                                                  8  (50,00%) 

                  I have improved my knowledge very much          5  (31,25%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         16           

                                                 average       4,06 / 5       

 

 

22) How much has this mobility benefited your European feeling? 
                                                    less          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  5  (33,33%) 

                                                                  5  (33,33%) 

                                                    more          5  (33,33%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         15           

                                                 average          4,00 / 5    

 

 



23) To what extent do you feel European now? 
                                                    less          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  5  (31,25%) 

                                                                  5  (31,25%) 

                                                    more          6  (37,50%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         16           

                                                 average       4,06 / 5       

 

 

24) To what extent has this mobility increased your awareness of career opportunities? 
                                                    less          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2  (12,50%) 

                                                                  4  (25,00%) 

                                                                  6  (37,50%) 

                                                    more          4  (25,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         16           

                                                 average       3,75 / 5       

 

 

 



Evaluation Meeting in Italy: 

surveymeetingstudents 
 

 

 

 

1) Did you enjoy the Erasmus+ project meeting? 
                                                     Yes         21 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         21           

 

 

2) Give reasons()? 
    <2/2> Reasons:   I have a chance to cooperate with other students. 
    <3/3> Reasons:   I like travelling. 
    <4/4> Reasons:   I met a lot of new friends. 
    <5/5> Reasons:   because we met new friends and new cultures 
    <6/6> Reasons:   Because we met students from different countries and we visited beautiful places. 
                     We also did interesting activities. 
    <7/7> Reasons:   Because we met students from different countries and we visited beautiful places. 
                     We also did interesting activities. 
    <8/8> Reasons:   Because we met students from different countries and we got to know other  
                     cultures and places. 
    <9/9> Reasons:   Because we met students from different countries and we visited beautiful places. 
                     We also did interesting activities. 
    <10/10> Reasons: making new friendships, making new experiences  
    <11/11> Reasons: new friendships, sightseeing 
    <12/12> Reasons: I love the Italian culture; the other students were very nice 
    <13/13> Reasons: Meeting new friends - see the culture 
    <14/14> Reasons: finding friends from other countries 
    <15/15> Reasons: I saw the most beautiful city I went to Gent and met wonderful friends in Italy. 
    <16/16> Reasons: I have enjoyed of been in the Erasmus because I met some people and I learnt  
                     some of them. Also I have learnt the culture of Italy 
    <17/17> Reasons: Because it was very nice. Children and families were very hospitable and it was a  
                     nice experience. 
    <18/18> Reasons: I got to experience new culture as well as I got to leave my comfort zone with the  
                     activities done within the project. 
    <19/19> Reasons: I could meet new people and new culture. I made friends. 
    <20/20> Reasons: I meet with a lot of person. 
    <21/21> Reasons: I was happy meeting student and it was a very good experience ! 
 

 

3) Would you suggest this experience to other students? 
                                                     Yes         21 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         21           

                                               no answer          0           

  



4) Give reasons()? 
    <2/2> Reasons:   To learn other cultures. 
    <3/3> Reasons:   It broadens your mind. 
    <4/4> Reasons:   To learn new customs and meet people. 
    <5/5> Reasons:   It was an experience everybody could have 
    <6/6> Reasons:   It was an amazing experience. 
    <7/7> Reasons:   It was an amazing experience. 
    <8/8> Reasons:   It's a great and unique experience. 
    <9/9> Reasons:   It was an amazing experience. 
    <11/11> Reasons: very very good possibility to meet new friends 
    <12/12> Reasons: We have learned a lot and now we have so many friends abroad. 
    <13/13> Reasons: nice people 
    <14/14> Reasons: after the week we are a big family 
    <15/15> Reasons: I´ve had the time of my life in Crotone. 
    <16/16> Reasons: yes because i want to feel one of my friends the experience of Erasmus 
    <17/17> Reasons: Yes, because it was something different and very nice experience. 
    <18/18> Reasons: You get a lot more independable and train your communication as well as  
                     language skills. 
    <19/19> Reasons: It helps to widen your outlook and life experience 
    <20/20> Reasons: it's a beautiful experience  
    <21/21> Reasons: It’s a good experience and it’s the occasion to improve my English ! 
 

 

5) To which extent were your expectations of the project meeting? 
                                    not satisfied at all          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2   (9,52%) 

                                                                  5  (23,81%) 

                                 outstandingly satisfied         14  (66,66%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         21           

                                               no answer          0           

                                                 average       4,57/5         

 

 

6) If taken place, were the workshops interesting?  
                                         not interesting          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  6  (28,57%) 

                                                                  2   (9,52%) 

                                                                  8  (38,10%) 

                                        very interesting          5  (23,81%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         21           

                                                 average       3,57/5         

 

 

7) How would you rate your Erasmus+ trip compared with other school trips? 
                             not as good as normal trips          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                the same as normal trips          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  5  (23,81%) 

                           much better than normal trips         16  (76,19%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         21           

                                                 average       4,76/5         

  



8) Did you enjoy the trips and visits during your project meeting? 
                                                     Yes         21 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         21           

 

9) Give reason()? 
    <2/2> Reasons:   We visited interesting places. 
    <3/3> Reasons:   We visited many interesting places. 
    <4/4> Reasons:   I had never been to Italy before. 
    <5/5> Reasons:   We visited many interesting places we couldn't have the chance to visit by  
                     ourselves 
    <6/6> Reasons:   The places we visited were very beautiful! 
    <7/7> Reasons:   The places we visited were very beautiful! 
    <8/8> Reasons:   The places that we visited where very interesting and different from our country. 
    <9/9> Reasons:   The places we visited were very beautiful! 
    <10/10> Reasons: new experiences 
    <11/11> Reasons: sightseeing, many people from different cultures 
    <12/12> Reasons: Very beautiful and interesting places. 
    <14/14> Reasons: was pretty funny talking English all the time 
    <15/15> Reasons: Everyone was so lovely to me. 
    <16/16> Reasons: yes because all of the trips that we made was new to me because i hadn’t seen  
                     any of that attractions 
    <17/17> Reasons: Beacuse there was very nice and beautiful place's. 
    <18/18> Reasons: Because the trips were planned specially for us and our wishes were taken into  
                     consideration 
    <19/19> Reasons: I could see not only beautiful sights but also see old castles and explore its history  
    <21/21> Reasons: I have discovered a lot of things and places.  
 

 

10) Which was your favourite? Give reason()? 
    <2/2> Reasons:   Bari. I loved the sea. 
    <3/3> Reasons    Bari because I like the sights there. 
    <4/4> Reasons:   Alberobelo - the buildings there were really interesting. 
    <5/5> Reasons:   The visit to Alberobello. I like the way the houses were built 
    <6/6> Reasons:   Bari was the best destination we went because had a lot of fun and we learnt new  
                     things about Italy. 
    <7/7> Reasons:   Bari was the best destination we went because had a lot of fun and we learnt new  
                     things about Italy. 
    <8/8> Reasons:   Bari was my favourite place because we had a lot of fun and we learned about  
                     different religions 
    <9/9> Reasons:   Bari was the best destination we went because had a lot of fun and we learnt new  
                     things about Italy. 
    <10/10> Reasons: the theatre workshop 
    <11/11> Reasons: Visiting the seaside 
    <12/12> Reasons: Visiting Bari 
    <13/13> Reasons: sightseeing 
    <14/14> Reasons: the food and the presentation of Vita :) 
    <15/15> Reasons: Gioia in Italy because of the nice people. 
    <16/16> Reasons: my favourite was Bari because it looks like Greece and that reminded me Greece  
                     when I was there  
    <17/17> Reasons: My favourite trip was in Bari. Because was the most beautiful place. 
    <18/18> Reasons: Visit to Bari. It was very sunny and beautiful. In addition,  
                     we got to learn about the history of Bari citizens. 
    <19/19> Reasons: My favourite place to visit was Bari, because there we could see the sea,  
                     explore big city. 
  



11) Any you didn't like? Give reason()? 
    <5/5> Reasons:   There was no visit I didn't like 
    <6/6> Reasons:   I liked all the places we visited! 
    <7/7> Reasons:   I liked all the places we visited! 
    <8/8> Reasons:   NO. Every place that we visited was very interesting 
    <9/9> Reasons:   I liked all the places we visited! 
    <11/11> Reasons: Writing an application 
    <12/12> Reasons: No 
    <13/13> Reasons: writing the application 
    <14/14> Reasons: when we were going to the theater activity we had to wait at least for half an hour 
    <16/16> Reasons: I liked all of the places but i didn’t like the weather  
    <18/18> Reasons: No, all were very fun. 
    <19/19> Reasons: No 
    <21/21> Reasons: Everything was good. 
 

 

12) Which things would you like to change? 
    <5/5> Reasons:   Perhaps the experience involved with the theatre 
    <6/6> Reasons:   The theatre activity because it did't match match with the other activities. 
    <7/7> Reasons:   The theatre activity because it did't match match with the other activities. 
    <8/8> Reasons:   The theatre activity because it didn't match with the other activities  
    <9/9> Reasons:   The theatre activity because it did't match match with the other activities. 
    <11/11> Reasons: More time in the group 
    <12/12> Reasons: Please, no theatre activity, add Toilet seats at the school 
    <13/13> Reasons: longer exchanges (maybe 2 weeks) 
    <14/14> Reasons: the theatre activity 
    <16/16> Reasons: I would choose my behaviour because I was shy 
    <18/18> Reasons: Giving this opportunity to more people. 
    <19/19> Reasons: Nothing 
    <21/21> Reasons: Nothing to change. 
 

 

13) Do you think that staying in host families has enriched your experience? 
                                                     Yes         20 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         20           

                                               no answer          1           

 

 

14) Give reason()? 
    <2/2> Reasons:   I saw what it is like to live a life of an Italian. 
    <3/3> Reasons:   I learned new customs. 
    <4/4> Reasons:   The family was very hospitable and they wanted to show me many things. 
    <5/5> Reasons:   Living in a family with a different culture gave me the chance to adapt myself  
                     accordingly 
    <6/6> Reasons:   Because I learn their culture and how families in Italy live. 
    <7/7> Reasons:   Because I learn their culture and how families in Italy live. 
    <8/8> Reasons:   Because we learned how families live in Italy and we experienced first-hand the  
                     every day life there. 
    <9/9> Reasons:   Because I learn their culture and how families in Italy live. 
    <10/10> Reasons: we could make some special experiences 
    <11/11> Reasons: Much food 
    <12/12> Reasons: We have learned more about living in Italy. 
    <13/13> Reasons: see how it is in other families in other countries 
    <14/14> Reasons: you can make for one week the experience to live in a real Italian family so you  
                     can a see how they are living 
    <15/15> Reasons: I saw other ways to live / other cultures. 



    <16/16> Reasons yes because all of the houses were very big and that was the experience 
    <17/17> Reasons: Because I learn other cultures, you see how other people living on the planet ... 
    <18/18> Reasons: They were treating like a family member, which gave me a real taste of Italian  
                     family. 
    <19/19> Reasons: Now, I know how real Italians behave and how much family means to them 
    <21/21> Reasons: We were happy to welcome the student, we are a quiet family and the student  
                     had opportunity to chose an outing with us ! Moreover, he had a room just for him. 
 

 

15) How was the relationship with your twin-student? 
                                                     bad          0   (0,00%) 

                                                  normal          1   (4,76%) 

                                                    good          2   (9,52%) 

                                               very good          7  (33,33%) 

                                               excellent         11  (52,38%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         21           

                                               no answer          0           

                                                 average       4,33           

 

 

16) How did you get on with your twin's family?  
                                                     bad          0   (0,00%) 

                                                  normal          0   (0,00%) 

                                                    good          1   (5,26%) 

                                               very good          6  (31,58%) 

                                               excellent         12  (63,15%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         19           

                                               no answer          2           

                                                 average       4,58           

 

 

17) Are you more motivated to learn a foreign language? 
                                                     Yes         18  (90,00%) 

                                                      No          2  (10,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         20           

                                               no answer          1           

 

 

18) Give reason()? 
    <2/2> Reasons:   To have a tool for better communication. 
    <3/3> Reasons:   I know learning a language is really useful. 
    <4/4> Reasons:   Languages are very important when you travel. 
    <5/5> Reasons:   I lived in a way the foreign language as I had a hands on experience 
    <6/6> Reasons:   Learning a foreign language it's important for the communication when you visit a  
                     country. 
    <7/7> Reasons:   Learning a foreign language it's important for the communication when you visit a  
                     country. 
    <8/8> Reasons:   Learning new languages can help you communicate with students with other  
                     countries 
    <9/9> Reasons:   Learning a foreign language it's important for the communication when you visit a  
                     country. 
    <10/10> Reasons: I was already motivated 
    <11/11> Reasons: Holidays with the family 
    <12/12> Reasons: The Italian language is very interesting and I want to communicate in Italian with  
                     my twin-student 



    <13/13> Reasons: I would like to speak their mother language (Italian) with them 
    <15/15> Reasons: I can talk in English in other countrys, too. 
    <16/16> Reasons: Yes because when i heard the Italian language i fall in love with Italy and generally  
                     with all languages 
    <17/17> Reasons: I want to talk with other people from other countries in their language. 
    <18/18> Reasons: Learning a language not only gives you a chance to communicate with people, but  
                     also can make you understand the society of said country better, their values and  
                     views on life. 
    <19/19> Reasons: Learning new language always broadens all possibilities to travel, to meet new  
                     cultures  
    <21/21> Reasons: It’s essential to know English to be able to traveling as I wish !  
 

 

19) Did you like conversing in English as a lingua franca? 
                                                     Yes         18  (94,74%) 

                                                      No          1   (5,26%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         19           

                                               no answer          2           

 

 

20) Give reason()? 
    <2/2> Reasons:   I like the language. 
    <3/3> Reasons:   This language is very universal. 
    <4/4> Reasons:   English is really useful and most of the people know it. 
    <5/5> Reasons:   It was easier for me as i had the experience from school 
    <6/6> Reasons:   Because it's a common language and almost everyone can speak English  
                     language. 
    <7/7> Reasons:   Because it's a common language and almost everyone can speak English  
                     language. 
    <8/8> Reasons:   English is a common language and almost everyone is able to talk English. 
    <9/9> Reasons:   Because it's a common language and almost everyone can speak English  
                     language. 
    <11/11> Reasons: English is better 
    <16/16> Reasons: yes because it is interesting to speak with other people who doesn’t speak English  
                     as a tongue language  
    <17/17> Reasons: I want them to understand what I say. 
    <18/18> Reasons: I am fluent in English that is why I had no problems of communicating and  
                     understanding. 
    <19/19> Reasons: I have fluent English, so it wasn’t challenging for me to speak English  
    <21/21> Reasons: Because I have to develop this English language. 
 

 

21) How much do you think you've improved your knowledge of the culture of the 

country? 
                           I didn't improve my knowledge          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (5,00%) 

                                                                  1   (5,00%) 

                                                                  9  (45,00%) 

                  I have improved my knowledge very much          9  (45,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         20           

                                               no answer          1           

                                                 average        4,3/5         

  



22) How much has this mobility benefited your European feeling? 
                                                    less          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  3  (15,00%) 

                                                                  7  (35,00%) 

                                                    more         10  (50,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         20           

                                               no answer          1           

                                                 average       4,35/5         

 

 

23) To what extent do you feel European now ? 
                                                    less          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (4,76%) 

                                                                 12  (57,14%) 

                                                    more          8  (38,09%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         21           

                                               no answer          0           

                                                 average       4,33/5          

 

 

24) To what extent has this mobility increased your awareness of career 

opportunities? 
                                                    less          1   (9,52%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (4,76%) 

                                                                 11  (52,38%) 

                                                    more          8  (38,10%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         21           

                                               no answer          0           

                                                 average       4,24/5         

 

 

 



Survey Meeting in Latvia (students) 
 

 

1) Did you enjoy the Erasmus+ project meeting? 
                                                     Yes         24 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         24           

 

2) Give reasons()? 
     <3/41> Reasons: new fiends, new country and great experience 
     <4/42> Reasons: great experience, meeting new people, see other countries 
     <5/43> Reasons: nice family, seeing new things 
     <6/44> Reasons: new friends for life, new culture, new experiences 
     <7/45> Reasons: new friends, new experience, new knowledge, much fun 
     <8/46> Reasons: Because I made new friends and I learned a new culture 
     <9/47> Reasons: It was a great experience with different and interesting projects. I met very nice  
                       people who welcomed me great. 
    <10/48> Reasons: We learnt about new culture, how they live in their everyday life and their habits.  
    <11/49> Reasons: met new people 
    <12/50> Reasons: met new people 
    <13/51> Reasons: great atmosphere, great people 
    <14/52> Reasons: It was a new experience to me 
    <15/53> Reasons: It was my first such long trip abroad 
    <16/54> Reasons: I have met new people from other nationalities and I have practised my English all the time. 
    <17/55> Reasons: I meet new people and I discover a new a country and a new culture 
    <19/57> Reasons: because I could meet new people and discovered new things 
    <21/59> Reasons: new people, experience, language 
    <22/60> Reasons: It was cool 
    <23/61> Reasons: It was fun, entertaining and it was great to meet new people. 
 

3) Would you suggest this experience to other students? 
                                                     Yes         24 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         24           

 

4) Give reasons()? 
    <3/41> Reasons: new friends, new country 
    <4/42> Reasons: good experience, get better at a language 
    <5/43> Reasons: It is a good experience seeing the everyday life. It was fun. 
    <6/44> Reasons: new friends for life, new culture, adventure 
    <7/45> Reasons: new friends, new experience, new knowledge, much fun 
    <8/46> Reasons: Because you have new experiences and make new friends 
    <9/47> Reasons: This experience is unique for each one of us. I believe it is a great way to learn the  
                      difference between your country and other countries.  
   <11/49> Reasons: Of course, it is a one-life-time that everyone have to live. It was a positive experience. 
   <12/50> Reasons: Of course. It was the best experience of my life 
   <13/51> Reasons: we can make many new friends 
   <14/52> Reasons: Meeting new cultures, seeing new places 
   <15/53> Reasons: I have many new friends now  
   <16/54> Reasons: it is a new experience for yourself and it is a possibility to see new things, cities and traditions 
   <17/55> Reasons: This is a very beautiful experience and I learn a lot of things  
   <18/56> Reasons: Because you meet people  
   <20/58> Reasons: It is a good experience to grow up.  
   <21/59> Reasons: you become more open-minded, meet new people, and learn how to overcome obstacles  
                    and how to communicate with different people. 
   <22/60> Reasons: Practice English  



5) To which extent were your expectations of the project meeting? 
                                    not satisfied at all          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (4,35%) 

                                                                 15  (65,22%) 

                                 outstandingly satisfied          7  (30,43%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         23           

                                                 Average       4,26           

 

 

6) If taken place, were the workshops interesting?  
                                         not interesting          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (4,17%) 

                                                                  4  (16,67%) 

                                                                  9  (37,50%) 

                                        very interesting         10  (41,67%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         24           

                                                 Average       4,17           

 

 

7) How would you rate your Erasmus+ trip compared with other school trips? 
                             not as good as normal trips          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                the same as normal trips          3  (13,64%) 

                                                                  9  (40,91%) 

                           much better than normal trips         10  (45,45%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         22           

                                                 Average       4,32           

 

 

8) Did you enjoy the trips and visits during your project meeting? 
                                                     Yes         24 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         24           

 

 

9) Give reason()? 
    <4/42> Reasons: new stuff to see, other culture 
    <5/43> Reasons: The national library in Riga was very beautiful and the museums in general 
    <6/44> Reasons: new Friends for life, new culture, much fun 
    <7/45> Reasons: new experience, new knowledge, much fun 
    <8/46> Reasons: Because I learned new things 
    <9/47> Reasons: I saw things that I wasn't expected and everything we did was special.  
   <10/48> Reasons: There were very interesting the places we visited, it was not familiar to us to see this beautiful  
                    sights that we saw. 
   <11/49> Reasons: we learned new things 
   <12/50> Reasons: learn new things 
   <13/51> Reasons: I saw new places  
   <14/52> Reasons: I saw new places and did new things 
   <15/53> Reasons: I could spend time with all people from the project 
   <16/54> Reasons: you were able to learn new things or to see what kind of traditions the countries have. 
   <17/55> Reasons: I see very interesting things  
   <20/58> Reasons: It was interesting 
   <21/59> Reasons: I become more familiar with Latvian culture, enjoyed Latvian nature  
   <22/60> Reasons: explore new places in country 
   <23/61> Reasons: it was educational and fun as well



10) Which was your favourite? Give reason()? 
    <3/41> Reasons: Riga  
    <4/42> Reasons: tour around castles 
    <5/43> Reasons: The Rothko Museum and the trip to Riga 
    <6/44> Reasons: free time with the family, visiting Riga, funny, wonderful city, sightseeing 
    <7/45> Reasons: free time with the family, visiting Riga, funny, wonderful city, sightseeing 
    <8/46> Reasons: The Latvian National Library 
    <9/47> Reasons: My favourite place was the bread museum because we had a chance to make the traditional 
                    bread of the country we were. In addition, we taste the traditional food in a very beautiful  
                    table with very nice people.  
   <10/48> Reasons: My favourite place that we visited twice was the famous bakery because I tasted the most  
                    famous sweets of them and it was great!!! 
   <11/49> Reasons: bread-making workshop 
   <12/50> Reasons: Bread museum, because they taught us how to make a bread 
   <13/51> Reasons: Riga - a beautiful city 
   <14/52> Reasons: Riga - very attractive city 
   <15/53> Reasons: Workshops with bread making - it was really tasty! 
   <16/54> Reasons: my favourite trip was the bread museum, because we tried tradition food, dances and music 
                    and we could show a few of our traditions. 
   <17/55> Reasons: The visit of Riga because I like to visit the city  
   <18/56> Reasons: Visit Riga 
   <20/58> Reasons: I went to Latvia and I really love to go in Riga but we spent little time there.  
   <21/59> Reasons: dancing and making bread in bread museum 
   <22/60> Reasons: Maizes muzejs because i Love bread 
   <23/61> Reasons: The trip to Aglonas maizes muzejs because we got to make traditional Latvian bread 
 

 

11) Any you didn't like? Give reason()? 
    <3/41> Reasons: long workshops 
    <4/42> Reasons: too long bus drives, sometimes very long, boring tours (too long) 
    <5/43> Reasons: Some workshops were a bit boring and long 
    <6/44> Reasons: too many meals, too short time in Latvia (two weeks would be better) 
    <7/45> Reasons: Lunch too many and often, time in Latvia, was too short,  
    <8/46> Reasons: Everything was really good except my twin-student 
    <9/47> Reasons: Everything was great and each one with its special way. 
   <10/48> Reasons: No, I loved every second of this trip!!! 
   <11/49> Reasons: nothing 
   <12/50> Reasons: nothing 
   <13/51> Reasons: --------------- 
   <14/52> Reasons: --------------- 
   <15/53> Reasons: --------------- 
   <16/54> Reasons: I didnt like that the trips in the afternoon were so long because we arrived at home very late  
                    and on the next day I was very tired. 
   <17/55> Reasons: / 
   <18/56> Reasons: nothing 
   <19/57> Reasons: nothing 
   <20/58> Reasons: I like all the experiences, but maybe more time in Riga could be better.  
   <21/59> Reasons: nothing 
   <22/60> Reasons: No. All was great 
   <23/61> Reasons: I liked everything 
   <24/62> Reasons: nothing 
 

  



12) Which things would you like to change? 
    <3/41> Reasons: more activities all together 
    <4/42> Reasons: get a better programme for the days, more free time with host families 
    <5/43> Reasons: staying longer in Daugavpils 
    <6/44> Reasons: instead of one week in Latvia, two weeks 
    <7/45> Reasons: instead of one week in Latvia, two weeks, more free time with the family 
    <8/46> Reasons: Nothing 
    <9/47> Reasons: I wish we had more time in Riga. 
   <10/48> Reasons: Nothing  
   <11/49> Reasons: nothing 
   <12/50> Reasons: Nothing. Everything was perfect!!! 
   <13/51> Reasons: more free time in the afternoons 
   <14/52> Reasons: ---------------- 
   <15/53> Reasons: More free time in the afternoons 
   <16/54> Reasons: I would not have so many trips because at a few days there were too much trips 
                    and too much activities. 
   <17/55> Reasons: More free time during the visit of the city 
   <18/56> Reasons: Nothing  
   <20/58> Reasons: Maybe you should visit the home of the host families before leave the abroad students  
                    to go in.  
   <21/59> Reasons: - 
   <22/60> Reasons: more free time 
   <23/61> Reasons: I don't know  
 

 

13) Do you think that staying in host families has enriched your experience? 
                                                     Yes         21  (91,30%) 

                                                      No          2   (8,70%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         23           

 

 

14) Give reason()? 
    <3/41> Reasons: Because you can see the normal routine in their life too 
    <4/42> Reasons: saw how people live there 
    <6/44> Reasons: new friends, it´s like a second family for me 
    <7/45> Reasons: it was a new experience to be in another family 
    <8/46> Reasons: Because you are learning new lifestyles 
    <9/47> Reasons: I saw how the family who host me live and act every day, what they eat and  
                    what they don't and also how they take care their guests.  
   <10/48> Reasons: They were so polite and generous as a family, I had so fun with them and I will be blessed  
                    if I had another opportunity to live with them. 
   <11/49> Reasons: yes of course, because in that way we get to truly experience and know each other's tradition 
   <12/50> Reasons: because this way shows to us them traditions 
   <13/51> Reasons: I saw how people live. I met their families 
   <14/52> Reasons: I could meet them better 
   <15/53> Reasons: They were very friendly and hospitable people 
   <16/54> Reasons: yes because there I were able to see the every days life of the Latvian family and I enjoyed  
                    it, that I am with a family and not alone for example in a hotel. 
   <17/55> Reasons: I see how the Latvian people live  
   <20/58> Reasons: Because with my Latvian girl I tried to live one Latvian girl's week. Really interesting :)  
   <21/59> Reasons: I tried many different Latvian dishes, met new people 
   <22/60> Reasons: I were staying in my house 
   <23/61> Reasons: You learn more about the country  
  



15) How was the relationship with your twin-student? 
                                                     bad          1   (4,35%) 

                                                  normal          1   (4,35%) 

                                                    good          2   (8,70%) 

                                               very good         10  (43,48%) 

                                               excellent          9  (39,13%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         23           

                                                 Average       4,09           

 

 

16) How did you get on with your twin's family?  
                                                     bad          0   (0,00%) 

                                                  normal          1   (4,55%) 

                                                    good          1   (4,55%) 

                                               very good         11  (50,00%) 

                                               excellent          9  (40,91%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         22           

                                                 Average       4,27           

 

 

17) Are you more motivated to learn a foreign language? 
                                                     Yes         18  (81,82%) 

                                                      No          4  (18,18%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         22           

 

 

18) Give reason()? 
    <3/41> Reasons: my in English is better than before.  
    <4/42> Reasons: I learn 4 languages already, don’t need more 
    <6/44> Reasons: my English and Russian is much better than before 
    <7/45> Reasons: my English is now much better than before 
    <8/46> Reasons: Because I understand how important it is to know foreign languages  
    <9/47> Reasons: It heard so many different languages those days and I feel kind of sad  
           that I could only talk in English.  
   <10/48> Reasons: No because I love my foreign language so much  
   <11/49> Reasons: yes because now I understand the need to communicate with other European citizen 
   <12/50> Reasons: yes because without communication everything is difficult 
   <13/51> Reasons: I know now that English is very important 
   <14/52> Reasons: I know how it is important to know a foreign language 
   <15/53> Reasons: I don't speak good - I want to learn more 
   <16/54> Reasons: before the exchange I knew that I want to learn another languages and  
                    it doesn’t change in the time of the exchange. 
   <17/55> Reasons: I see that is important to learn a foreign language 
   <20/58> Reasons: I have always liked learning new languages and cultures.  
   <21/59> Reasons: I understood that the more languages I know the easier it is to participate in the project 
   <22/60> Reasons: to speak 
   <23/61> Reasons: I met people who speak it  
 

 

19) Did you like conversing in English as a lingua franca? 
                                                     Yes         21  (87,50%) 

                                                      No          3  (12,50%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         24           

  



20) Give reason()? 
    <4/42> Reasons: interesting to see how good you really are 
    <5/43> Reasons: I can talk English fluently so it was not that hard 
    <6/44> Reasons: it was easier to speak in Russian 
    <7/45> Reasons: it was interesting to speak in English 
    <8/46> Reasons: Because we understood each other  
    <9/47> Reasons: I practiced my English and I saw how it would be of one day I move to another country  
                    and had to talk all the time in English. 
   <11/49> Reasons: because it is a language (apart from Greek) that I feel comfortable communicating in 
   <12/50> Reasons: because English is a widespread language in my country and I feel comfortable using it 
   <15/53> Reasons: I understand a lot but I must learn speaking better 
   <16/54> Reasons: I liked to speak in English with the others because everyone was able to understand  
                    each other and you were able to practise your English skills. 
   <17/55> Reasons: My English is better now 
   <21/59> Reasons: it is very good, you experience the same struggles together and  
                    it’s more fun to learn it together 
   <22/60> Reasons: I don’t know 
   <23/61> Reasons: Yes but I don't know what a Lingua franca is 
 

21) How much do you think you've improved your knowledge of the culture of the 

country? 
                           I didn't improve my knowledge          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2   (8,33%) 

                                                                 14  (58,33%) 

                  I have improved my knowledge very much          8  (33,33%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         24           

                                                 Average       4,25           

 

22) How much has this mobility benefited your European feeling? 
                                                    less          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2   (8,70%) 

                                                                 10  (43,48%) 

                                                    more         11  (47,83%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         23           

                                                 Average       4,39           

 

23) To what extent do you feel European now ? 
                                                    less          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  4  (16,67%) 

                                                                 11  (45,83%) 

                                                    more          9  (37,50%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         24           

                                                 Average       4,21           

 

24) To what extent has this mobility increased your awareness of career opportunities? 
                                                    less          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  3  (12,50%) 

                                                                 13  (54,17%) 

                                                    more          8  (33,33%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         24           

                                                 Average       4,21           



Survey Students Meeting in Poland 
 

 

1) Did you enjoy the Erasmus+ project meeting? 
                                                     Yes         33 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         33           

 

 

2) Give reasons? 
    <2/64>:  meeting new cultures, improving English and making new friends  
    <3/65>:  meetings like this helps students to discover their skills and attitudes. 
    <4/66>:  Because it has given me the opportunity to improve my English language and meet new  
             cultures and new people 
    <5/67>:  I met new people from many countries 
    <6/68>:  I met new people from many countries 
    <7/69>:  I love making new friends 
    <8/70>:  It was my second international meeting 
    <9/71>:  I spent time with people in my age 
    <10/72>: I love meeting new people, I could speak Italian 
    <11/73>: I was already on one meeting and I liked it very much 
    <12/74>: meeting new people, I didn't have lessons 
    <13/75>: I like meeting new people 
    <14/76>: I met a lot of interesting people 
    <15/77>: a completely new experience 
    <16/78>: I like travelling 
    <17/79>: I met a lot of new friends from different countries 
    <18/80>: I have met a lot of interesting people 
    <19/81>: It is something different than the schoolwork 
    <20/82>: I'm an open, sociable person and I like meeting new people 
    <21/83>: It was my first Erasmus project, so it was a new experience for me. 
    <22/84>: It was a great experience. I met new people and i create new friendships.  
             I learn new things and I had a lot of fun. 
    <23/85>: Yes because it’s a great way to experience and learn about the other country while making  
             new friends. Also you are taking one taste of being independent and doing choices on your  
             own, for your health, actions and safety. 
    <25/87>: I like to learn new things about other culture and my host family was very nice. 
    <26/88>: Because I have met new interesting people. 
    <27/89>: You could met a new country and new people. 
    <28/90>: I learned a lot about other cultures. I have seen interesting things and jobs. 
    <29/91>: it was good but the English from my exchange student was very bad. And now I can  
             speak English easier because I talked a lot with the exchange students of my friends.  
    <30/92>: The host Family was very nice to me.  
             The workshops were easy and the trips were interesting. 
    <31/93>: Meet some people and open my mind to the Europe 
    <32/94>: It’s was fun and interesting  
    <33/95>: Meet some great people, discover a new country  
 

 

3) Would you suggest this experience to other students? 
                                                     Yes         33 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         33           



4) Give reasons()? 
     <1/63>:  meeting new cultures and people 
     <3/65>:  This experience helps you to become more independent, to improve your English and to  
              start thinking about your future. 
     <4/66>:  Because I became more responsible and open-minded 
     <5/67>:  I can have international friends 
     <6/68>:  I can have international friends 
     <7/69>:  You can spend nice time in an international group and learn more. 
     <8/70>:  I can meet people from different countries and cultures 
     <9/71>:  I could show my country to other Europeans 
    <10/72>:  We can meet new people 
    <11/73>:  It's a great week with many attractions 
    <12/74>:  great opportunity to speak real English 
    <13/75>:  Chance to improve speaking English 
    <14/76>:  great opportunity to meet new people and speak English 
    <15/77>:  a chance to meet new people, cultures, a great experience 
    <16/78>:  chance to speak English, meet new friends 
    <17/79>:  opportunities to speak English 
    <18/80>:  It was a very interesting experience 
    <19/81>:  We can learn new things and feel more European 
    <20/82>:  It's a chance to make new friends and learn more 
    <21/83>:  I met new people 
    <22/84>:  by traveling and connecting with other people we become more open minded.  
              also we experienced a lot of new things and create unforgettable memories  
    <23/85>:  Erasmus + gives you an opportunity to meet new friends, learn about the country's culture  
              and everyday life. It's a great experience to share with a friend. 
    <25/87>:  yes, it is great to make new friend and you learn a lot. 
    <26/88>:  Yes, because I got new life experience. 
    <27/89>:  You can speak English easier. 
    <28/90>:  they can learn English. It is an unforgettable trip  
    <29/91>:  yes because later you can speak English easier  
    <30/92>:  The students will learn about new culture and meet new friends. 
    <31/93>:  I think I have learned some good things 
    <32/94>:  You can meet a lot of people who don’t come from the same country as u and u can also  
              discover their culture  
    <33/95>:  A good experience to improve your English, learn about other lifestyle 
 

 

5) To which extent were your expectations of the project meeting? 
                                    not satisfied at all          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (3,03%) 

                                                                  3   (9,09%) 

                                                                 14  (42,42%) 

                                 outstandingly satisfied         15  (45,45%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         33           

                                                 Average        4,3           

 

 

6) If taken place, were the workshops interesting?  
                                         not interesting          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  5  (15,63%) 

                                                                 11  (34,38%) 

                                        very interesting         16  (50,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         32           

                                                 Average       4,34  



7) How would you rate your Erasmus+ trip compared with other school trips? 
                             not as good as normal trips          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                the same as normal trips          4  (12,12%) 

                                                                  8  (24,24%) 

                           much better than normal trips         21  (63,64%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         33           

                                                 Average       4,52           

 

 

8) Did you enjoy the trips and visits during your project meeting? 
                                                     Yes         33 (100,00%) 

                                                      No          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         33           

 

 

9) Give reason? 
     <2/64>:  opportunity to see unexpected sides of the host nation's culture and society  
     <3/65>:  trips and visits have been necessary to understand the beauties and the opportunities the  
              hosting country offers. 
     <4/66>:  Because I have discovered new and interesting shades of Polish culture that I have never  
              thought I would meet 
     <5/67>:  They were very interesting 
     <6/68>:  They were very interesting 
     <7/69>:  It was more than just visiting a place - we could do something ourselves 
     <8/70>:  These were not a typical school trips - the atmosphere was better 
     <9/71>:  The atmosphere was very good, I saw something new 
    <10/72>:  I love going on trips 
    <11/73>:  They were well-prepared, we saw many interesting things and places 
    <12/74>:  meeting new friends, visiting new places 
    <13/75>:  I didn't have to go to school 
    <14/76>:  I could get to know how different companies work 
    <15/77>:  well organised 
    <16/78>:  well prepared and interesting places 
    <17/79>:  it was fun 
    <18/80>:  I could spend time with new friends in interesting environment 
    <19/81>:  I have never been to these places before 
    <20/82>:  I like going on trips, they are more interesting than sitting at school 
    <21/83>:  I didn't have to go to school then 
    <22/84>:  first I saw many new, different places. Through this I learned many things that I didn't know 
    <23/85>:  Yes because we can see how the most popular things in that area are made of. 
    <25/87>:  yes but one trip was not that interesting but other were very good. 
    <26/88>:  It was interesting 
    <27/89>:  I found it interesting.  
    <28/90>:  people were nice. Things were interesting 
    <29/91>:  yes the workshops were very interesting and the trip to the mountains was also very exited  
    <30/92>:  They were interesting, I could see more of the country. 
    <31/93>:  Some workshops were very interesting 
    <32/94>   It was interesting and we learnt a lot of new stuffs  
    <33/95>:  The visit on the mountain was very cool but the other workshop was boring. 



10) Which was your favourite? Give reason()? 
     <2/64>:  Visit to the factory of Iwonicz: an interesting view of the production of goods 
     <3/65>:  My favourite trip was that one to Tatry Mountains because I love being in contact with nature and  
               appreciating the amazing landscape. 
     <4/66>:  The visit to chocolate and glass factory because I had a closer view of the productive process  
              before the final good  
     <5/67>:  Tatra mountains - it was the longest trip, I love mountains 
     <6/68>:  Tatra mountains - it was the longest trip, I love mountains 
     <7/69>:  Chocolate factory - I love chocolate! 
     <8/70>:  Mountains - a very nice guesthouse we stayed in. 
     <9/71>:  Nowy Styl factory - it is an international company and maybe in the future I will work there 
    <10/72>:  mountains 
    <11/73>:  Glass Heritage Centre - I love painting 
    <12/74>:  Trip to Zakopane because I have neve been there 
    <13/75>:  Zakopane- great views, nice people 
    <14/76>:  chocolate workshops- it was fun to make my own chocolate 
    <15/77>:  Zakopane- I have never seen such high mountains 
    <16/78>:  Zakopane and chocolate workshops 
    <17/79>:  Zakopane and glass heritage centre 
    <18/80>:  Mountains - there were beautiful views, fresh air and delicious food 
    <19/81>:  Factory in Warzyce  - I didn't know that it is so modern 
    <20/82>:  Mountains - I love hiking, it's really relaxing. 
    <21/83>:  Chocolate factory - I love chocolate. 
    <22/84>:  I enjoyed a lot our road trip to Zakopane mountains and our visit to the chocolate factory 
    <23/85>:  My favourite was the glass factory. Everything was so beautiful there. The guide was very nice and  
              the glass sculptures were amazing in their own unique way. They showed us that the smallest  
              detail is very important and it has its own value. 
    <24/86>:  Zakopane 
    <25/87>:  our walk in the Tatra mountains, it was very excited to see the polish nature. 
    <26/88>:  The glass workshop, because we had the chance to draw on a plate. 
    <27/89>:  The glass workshop because it was interesting how they formed the glass objects 
    <28/90>:  hiking: cause of the nice view / Glass because of the nice arts 
    <29/91>:  hiking in the mountains because we have make sport  
    <30/92>:  My favourite trip was the hiking trip through the Tatry mountains. It was fun. 
    <31/93>:  Trip on the montains 
    <32/94>   Glass museum, very cool because we tried some activities there 
    <33/95>:  The visit on the mountain  
 

 

11) Any you didn't like? Give reason()? 
     <2/64>:  There has been nothing that I particularly disliked 
     <4/66>:  There has been nothing I didn't like 
     <5/67>:  ----- 
     <6/68>:  ----- 
     <7/69>:  --------------------- 
     <8/70>:  - 
     <9/71>:  ----------- 
    <10/72>:  I love climbing and taking photos 
    <11/73>:  ------------ 
    <12/74>:  no 
    <13/75>:  no 
    <14/76>:  no 
    <15/77>:  no 
    <16/78>:  no 
    <17/79>:  no 
    <18/80>:  ---- 
    <19/81>:  ----------- 
    <20/82>:  --------------- 
    <21/83>:  Mountains - I hate hiking, I am lazy 
    <22/84>:  no 



    <23/85>:  I liked everything. 
    <24/86>:  no 
    <25/87>:  the chair factory was very loud and not that interesting. 
    <26/88>:  No, everything was interesting 
    <27/89>:  It gave exchange students who can not speak English so good. 
    <28/90>:  some of the other students because they weren't polite (mobile phone) 
              the styl factory because it was boring 
    <29/91>:  some other students because they were very friendly and  
              I did not like the rules with the phones in the school 
    <30/92>:  No, I liked everything. 
    <31/93>:  One workshop in one factory. That was boring  
    <32/94>:  / 
    <33/95>:  The workshop was a little boring 
 

 

12) Which things would you like to change? 
     <2/64>:  I'd rather organised the Erasmus meeting with more workshops at school 
     <3/65>:  I think there should have been more activities and workshops focused on the main theme of the  
               Erasmus (thinking about our future, job and about what Europe can offer to young people). 
     <4/66>:  I would have preferred to take part in more workshops and teamworks at school 
     <5/67>:  --------- 
     <6/68>:  --------- 
     <7/69>:  -------------------- 
     <8/70>:  Meeting at school was too short - I couldn't show my friend everything 
     <9/71>:  The meeting should be longer than 5 days!! 
    <10/72>:  ------------- 
    <11/73>:  --------------- 
    <12/74>:  ------------ 
    <13/75>:  no 
    <14/76>:  no 
    <15/77>:  no 
    <16/78>:  no 
    <17/79>:  none 
    <18/80>:  ----- 
    <19/81>:  More workshops 
    <20/82>:  -------------------- 
    <22/84>:  nothing 
    <23/85>:  Everything was perfect, just I would prefer to show us more traditional stuff or even museums  
              than going everyday to the mountains. Either way I enjoyed it and it was worth it for the view. 
    <24/86>:  no 
    <25/87>:  more freetime. 
    <26/88>:  Maybe that we do more with the students from the other countries and not only from Poland. 
    <27/89>:  NOTHING 
    <28/90>:  nothing 
    <29/91>:  the rule with the phones because many studens were on the mobile phone  
              while a person talked to us  
    <30/92>:  actually nothing. 
    <31/93>:  One best planing. 
    <32/94>:   \  
    <33/95>:  We didn’t introduce everyone on the first day, maybe do that  
 

 

13) Do you think that staying in host families has enriched your experience? 
                                                     Yes         30  (90,91%) 

                                                      No          3   (9,09%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         33           



14) Give reason()? 
     <2/64>:  I have discovered new and interesting shades of Polish society and I have created deep bonds of  
              friendship with the host family 
     <3/65>:  Staying in a hosting family is surely a good way to understand the real way of living of a country. 
     <4/66>:  Because I had a closer view of the Polish custom and I have always used English to communicate  
     <5/67>:  I was the host - I showed my friend from abroad how I live 
     <6/68>:  I was the host - I showed my friend from abroad how I live 
     <7/69>:  I didn't know my mum can speak English! 
     <8/70>:  My parents liked my partner very much 
     <9/71>:  I could show my friend how I live and what I like  
    <10/72>:  I have new friends now 
    <11/73>:  I spoke English all day!  
    <12/74>:  new culture, new people 
    <13/75>:  nice people, new experiences 
    <14/76>:  new place, meeting new people and culture 
    <15/77>:  I met great people, very kind and hospitable 
    <16/78>:  new people, new culture 
    <17/79>:  great people 
    <18/80>:  I showed my new friend my family, neighbourhood and many interesting places. 
    <19/81>:  My family was engaged in the visit.  
    <20/82>:  My partner could meet my family and see my neighbourhood 
    <21/83>:  I didn't have a very good contact with my partner. We have different interests and hobbies. 
    <22/84>:  the family was very friendly and i was feeling like home. 
    <23/85>:  Because my host family was so nice to me and tried their best to make me feel like home. They  
              have helped me with a lot of things and i am so grateful for trusting me (a complete stranger to  
              them) and treating me as their own child. 
    <25/87>:  they told me a lot about the life in Poland. 
    <26/88>:  We don´t make so much with students from other lands than Poland. 
    <27/89>:  It was different to live in your family then in another family because you do not know what you can 
              do in this house an what not. 
    <28/90>:  talked a lot with them and learned something new 
    <29/91>:  in the family was it not so exited  
    <30/92>:  The family was very nice to me. I had no problems. 
    <31/93>:  We must speak if we want something. So I think it is interesting and after one or two days,  
              we were friends 
    <33/95>:  Be in host families is very good to improve our English  
 

 

15) How was the relationship with your twin-student? 
                                                     bad          1   (3,03%) 

                                                  normal          2   (6,06%) 

                                                    good          5  (15,15%) 

                                               very good         13  (39,39%) 

                                               excellent         12  (36,36%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         33           

                                                 Average          4           

 

 

16) How did you get on with your twin's family?  
                                                     bad          0   (0,00%) 

                                                  normal          3   (9,09%) 

                                                    good          5  (15,15%) 

                                               very good         15  (45,45%) 

                                               excellent         10  (30,30%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         33           

                                                 Average       3,97           

 



17) Are you more motivated to learn a foreign language? 
                                                     Yes         28  (84,85%) 

                                                      No          5  (15,15%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         33           

 

 

18) Give reason()? 
     <2/64>:  I have realised the importance of English as a form of communication between people from different  
              nations  
     <3/65>:  Yes, I think this experience helped me to understand the importance of the English language in our  
              society. 
     <4/66>:  Because I believe that learning foreign languages, is necessary for traveling, living,  
              working and studying abroad 
     <5/67>:  If I know English better, I can communicate better 
     <6/68>:  If I know English better, I can communicate better 
     <7/69>:  I know now how English is needed in Europe. 
     <8/70>:  I understood that I must know English if I want to have a good job. 
     <9/71>:  I think English is the most important subject because it helps in many situations in life. 
    <10/72>:  I must learn English more 
    <11/73>:  I know that English is necessary in Europe is I want to study or find a job. 
    <12/74>:  I am not afraid to speak English 
    <13/75>:  I could use English more freely 
    <14/76>:  English is a basic language in the world 
    <15/77>:  I can communicate with people all over the world 
    <16/78>:  I can communicate with foreigners 
    <17/79>:  It was fun 
    <18/80>:  I understand that English is very important in our life 
    <19/81>:  I know English is very important 
    <20/82>:  I want to study at university and take part in another Erasmus there 
    <21/83>:  I would not like to go on such meeting in the future 
    <22/84>:  I really like listening the foreign kids speaking their mother languages  
    <23/85>:  Yes, I would love to learn some of the language so i could communicate with the people there,  
              especially when I decide to visit them again sometime. 
    <25/87>:  Polish sounds very difficult. 
    <26/88>:  Because I only learn languages which I really want to learn. 
    <27/89>:  I can speak enough language. 
    <28/90>:  I already speak 3 languages that is enough 
    <30/92>:  I want to travel other countries. 
    <31/93>:  I love to travel and sometimes I would like to speak but I can’t because the other people don’t speak  
              English or I don’t speak her language  
    <33/95>:  I learn that English is very important for my future. I need to improve it! 
 

 

19) Did you like conversing in English as a lingua franca? 
                                                     Yes         28  (87,50%) 

                                                      No          4  (12,50%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         32           

 

 

20) Give reason? 
     <2/64>:  It has helped me a lot towards the improvement of English  
     <3/65>:  I love challenging myself in communicating in a language that is not my first one. 
     <4/66>:  Because English allows communication between groups of people who speak different native  
              languages 
     <5/67>:  There was more English than at school 
     <6/68>:  There was more English than at school 
     <7/69>:  It was hard, but I made a big progress.... 
     <8/70>:  I usually watch films in English - now I could speak! 
     <9/71>:  I like English very much 
    <10/72>:  I don’t speak English well 



    <11/73>:  I listen to English songs, so I could check if I speak well. 
    <12/74>:  I am a great fun of English 
    <14/76>:  English is a basic language in the world 
    <15/77>:  It is used all over the world 
    <16/78>:  English is spoken all around the world 
    <17/79>:  English is spoken all over the world 
    <18/80>:  I am shy, I don't like speaking 
    <19/81>:  I think I don't know vocabulary 
    <20/82>:  It is good to communicate with people from different countries 
    <21/83>:  I don't speak much. 
    <22/84>:  I like speaking in English 
    <23/85>:  Yes because we used English more like everyday than before and that really helped me improve my  
              speaking. 
    <25/87>:  it was very funny. 
    <26/88>:  Because it was fun. 
    <27/89>:  because it was fun. 
    <28/90>:  almost everybody understand it 
    <30/92>:  English is a very easy language. 
    <31/93>:  Everyone can speak a little in English 
 

 

21) How much do you think you've improved your knowledge of the culture of the 

country? 
                           I didn't improve my knowledge          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (3,03%) 

                                                                  7  (21,21%) 

                                                                 14  (42,42%) 

                  I have improved my knowledge very much         11  (33,33%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         33           

                                                 Average       4,06           

 

22) How much has this mobility benefited your European feeling? 
                                                    less          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  4  (12,12%) 

                                                                 11  (33,33%) 

                                                    more         18  (54,55%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         33           

                                                 Average       4,42           

 

23) To what extent do you feel European now ? 
                                                    less          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  8  (24,24%) 

                                                                  7  (21,21%) 

                                                    more         18  (54,55%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         33           

                                                 Average        4,3           

 

24) To what extent has this mobility increased your awareness of career opportunities? 
                                                    less          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2   (6,06%) 

                                                                  5  (15,15%) 

                                                                 12  (36,36%) 

                                                    more         14  (42,42%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         33           

                                                 Average       4,15           



Survey Meeting on Cyprus (teachers) 
 

1) The aims and objectives of the project meeting have been met? 
                Aims and objectives have been fully met.         10  (90,91%) 

                                                                  1   (9,09%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

          None of the aims and objectives have been met.          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         11           

                                                 Average       1,09           

 

 

2) Students' cooperation during mobilities 
                                    not very cooperative          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (9,09%) 

                                        very cooperative         10  (90,91%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         11           

                                                 Average       4,91           

 

 

3) Impact on your students involved in the mobilities 
                                               no impact          2  (18,18%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (9,09%) 

                                    a significant impact          8  (72,73%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         11           

                                                 Average       4,18           

 

 

4) Impact on your students NOT involved in the mobilities 
                                               no impact          2  (18,18%) 

                                                                  1   (9,09%) 

                                                                  4  (36,36%) 

                                                                  2  (18,18%) 

                                    a significant impact          2  (18,18%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         11           

                                                 Average       3,09           

 

 

5) Amount of information given by the partners sufficient for the organization of the  
   mobility 
                                              not enough          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2  (18,18%) 

                    absolutely sufficient, very detailed          9  (81,82%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         11           

                                                 Average       4,82           

  



6) Amount of information given by the partners sufficient for the organization of the  

   mobility 
                                              not enough          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  3  (30,00%) 

                    absolutely sufficient, very detailed          7  (70,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         10           

                                                 Average        4,7           

 

 

7) Effective conferences for planning the next mobilities 
                                       no, not effective          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  3  (27,27%) 

                                                                  3  (27,27%) 

                                          very effective          5  (45,45%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         11           

                                                 Average       4,18           

 

 

8)  Cooperation and communication between the participating organisations 
                                                very bad          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (9,09%) 

                                                                  3  (27,27%) 

                                               excellent          7  (63,64%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         11           

                                                 Average       4,55           

 

 

9) All organisations equally involved 
                                                      no          0   (0,00%) 

                                                quite ok          5  (45,45%) 

                                                     yes          6  (54,55%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         11           

                                                 Average       2,55           

 

 

10) Comments 
    <1> : The meeting was very well organised and conducted. 
         Yet, some participants arrived unprepared and uninformed when it came to discussing necessary steps  
         of our work in progress. That makes productive work rather hard. For future meetings coordinators  
         must ensure that people attending mobilities are informed about the project goals and objectives as  
         well as responsibilities of their own teams.  
    <2> : The meeting was very well organized and the students involved in this project learned many things  
         about the school system in Cyprus (and the other countries)and possibilities for studying different  
         subjects. Also they got an impression of working in factories.  
         Unfortunately the political/historical situation in Cyprus concerning the separation in a northern part,  
         which is turkish territory, did not play any role. 
    <5> : No additional comments to add.  
   <11> : It was a wonderful experience 
 



Survey: Meeting in Greece (teachers) 
 

 

1) The aims and objectives of the project meeting have been met? 
                Aims and objectives have been fully met.         10  (83,33%) 

                                                                  2  (16,67%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

          None of the aims and objectives have been met.          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         12           

                                                 average       3,83 / 5       

 

 

2) Students' cooperation during mobilities 
                                    not very cooperative          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (8,33%) 

                                                                  3  (25,00%) 

                                        very cooperative          8  (66,67%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         12           

                                                 average       4,58 / 5       

 

 

3) Impact on your students involved in the mobilities 
                                               no impact          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2  (16,67%) 

                                    a significant impact         10  (83,33%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         12           

                                                 average       4,83 / 5       

 

 

4) Impact on your students NOT involved in the mobilities 
                                               no impact          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  3  (25,00%) 

                                                                  7  (58,33%) 

                                    a significant impact          2  (16,67%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         12           

                                                 average       3,92 / 5       

 

 

5) Amount of information given by the partners sufficient for the organization of the mobility 
                                              not enough          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2  (16,67%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                    absolutely sufficient, very detailed         10  (83,33%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         12           

                                                 average       4,67 / 5        

 



6) Amount of information given by the partners sufficient for the organization of the mobility 
                                              not enough          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  4  (40,00%) 

                    absolutely sufficient, very detailed          6  (60,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         10           

                                                 average        4,6 / 5       

 

 

7) Effective conferences for planning the next mobilities 
                                       no, not effective          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  5  (41,67%) 

                                          very effective          7  (58,33%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         12           

                                                 average       4,58 / 5       

 

 

8)  Cooperation and communication between the participating organisations 
                                                very bad          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  4  (33,33%) 

                                               excellent          8  (66,67%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         12           

                                                 average       4,67 / 5        

 

 

9) All organisations equally involved 
                                                      no          0   (0,00%) 

                                                quite ok          7  (58,33%) 

                                                     yes          5  (41,67%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         12           

                                              average          2,42 / 3       

 

 

10) Comments 
    <1/20> The meeting was very well organised by the hosting team, thank you! 
            It is crucial that travelling teachers are familiar with the project and the organisation of the work to be taken 
            on, otherwise it is very hard for the other teams to compensate their lack of input and productivity. 
    <3/22> It would be really useful if on every meeting there was 1 person from each country who is well-informed in  
            the whole project (either the coordinator or somebody who belongs to a project team) 
    <5/24> Thank you! Everything was organized excellently, thoughtfully, interestingly! 
    <6/25> Host country had put a great effort in organizing all events. The programme of stay was very rich in terms  
            of getting to know more about Greece, its economy, job market and specialities of the district. 
    <7/26> Very interesting visits! 
    <8/27> Our stay was perfect! Thank you so much for all your work, your time, yours smiles and the so beautiful  
            moments we have shared. See you soon in Latvia!  
   <10/29> The project and the meeting in Greece has offered the opportunity to live the experience of analysis of  
            labour market and the study in EU at the best. The main aims of the Erasmus have been fulfilled thanks to  
            the great organization of the meeting which has offered a great variety in the cultural field and the  
            possibility to grow as a group. 



Evaluation Meeting in Italy: 

surveymeetingteachers 
 

1) The aims and objectives of the project meeting have been met? 
                Aims and objectives have been fully met.          9  (52,94%) 

                                                                  3  (17,65%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  3  (17,65%) 

          None of the aims and objectives have been met.          2  (11,76%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         17           

                                               no answer          0           

                                                 average       2,18/5         

 

2) Students' cooperation during mobilities 
                                    not very cooperative          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2  (11,76%) 

                                        very cooperative         15  (88,24%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         17           

                                               no answer          0           

                                                 average       4,88/5         

 

3) Impact on your students involved in the mobilities 
                                               no impact          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (5,88%) 

                                    a significant impact         16  (94,12%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         17           

                                               no answer          0           

                                                 average       4,94/5         

 

4) Impact on your students NOT involved in the mobilities 
                                               no impact          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (5,88%) 

                                                                 13  (76,47%) 

                                                                  3  (17,65%) 

                                    a significant impact          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         17           

                                               no answer          0           

                                                 average       3,12/5         

 

5) Amount of information given by the partners sufficient for the organization of the 

mobility 
                                              not enough          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  7  (41,18%) 

                    absolutely sufficient, very detailed         10  (58,82%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         17           

                                               no answer          0           

                                                 average       4,59/5        



6) Amount of information given by the partners sufficient for the organization of the 

mobility 
                                              not enough          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2  (13,33%) 

                    absolutely sufficient, very detailed         13  (86,67%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         15           

                                               no answer          2           

                                                 average       4,87/5         

 

 

7) Effective conferences for planning the next mobilities 
                                       no, not effective          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (7,14%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  6  (42,86%) 

                                          very effective          7  (50,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         14           

                                               no answer          3           

                                                 average       4,36/5         

 

 

8) Cooperation and communication between the participating organisations 
                                                very bad          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  4  (22,22%) 

                                               excellent         13  (72,22%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         17           

                                               no answer          0           

                                                 average       4,76/5         

 

 

9) All organisations equally involved 
                                                      no          0   (0,00%) 

                                                quite ok          5  (29,41%) 

                                                     yes         12  (70,59%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   total         17           

                                               no answer          0           

                                                 average       2,71/3         

 

 

10) Comments 
    <4/4> :  Very good organisation! Our students had a beautiful stay in their host family. 
            They mixed up easily with the Italian students! 
    <9/9> :  The whole programme was very good. However, it would be better if we could have more  
             practice and information on some technical aspects which could help us in the rest of the  
             programme (f.e. the use of the mobility tool or details about the meeting to follow) 
    <11/11>: Everything was well organised for the students. 
    <16/16>: The involvement of host families in the project was absolutely fantastic,  
             both parents and children.  
    <17/17>: Extraordinary forms of students` involvement (e.g. theatre) used to be very effective. 
             Parents` involvement into the project was awesome. 
    <18/18>: Wonderful work! Thank you so much! The Belgian team 



Survey Meeting in Latvia Teachers 
 

1) The aims and objectives of the project meeting have been met? 
                Aims and objectives have been fully met.          7  (46,67%) 

                                                                  6  (40,00%) 

                                                                  1   (6,67%) 

                                                                  1   (6,67%) 

          None of the aims and objectives have been met.          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average       1,73           

 

 

2) Students' cooperation during mobilities 
                                    not very cooperative          1   (6,67%) 

                                                                  1   (6,67%) 

                                                                  1   (6,67%) 

                                                                  4  (26,67%) 

                                        very cooperative          8  (53,33%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average       4,13           

 

 

3) Impact on your students involved in the mobilities 
                                               no impact          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2  (13,33%) 

                                                                  3  (20,00%) 

                                    a significant impact         10  (66,67%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average       4,53           

 

 

4) Impact on your students NOT involved in the mobilities 
                                               no impact          1   (6,67%) 

                                                                  2  (13,33%) 

                                                                  8  (53,33%) 

                                                                  1   (6,67%) 

                                    a significant impact          3  (20,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average        3,2           

 

 

5) Amount of information given by the partners sufficient for the organization of the 

mobility 
                                              not enough          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  7  (46,67%) 

                    absolutely sufficient, very detailed          8  (53,33%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average       4,53           

 

  



6) Amount of information given by the partners sufficient for the organization of the 

mobility 
                                              not enough          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (9,09%) 

                                                                  3  (27,27%) 

                    absolutely sufficient, very detailed          7  (63,64%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         11           

                                                 Average       4,55           

 

 

7) Effective conferences for planning the next mobilities 
                                       no, not effective          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2  (13,33%) 

                                                                  3  (20,00%) 

                                          very effective         10  (66,67%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average       4,53           

 

 

8)  Cooperation and communication between the participating organisations 
                                                very bad          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (6,67%) 

                                                                  9  (60,00%) 

                                               excellent          5  (33,33%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average       4,27           

 

 

9) All organisations equally involved 
                                                      no          0   (0,00%) 

                                                quite ok          8  (57,14%) 

                                                     yes          6  (42,86%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         14           

                                                 Average       2,43           

 

 

10) Comments 
    <6/37>: Very good teamwork for this project! So nice to see each other. 
    <7/38>: Some students had not understood the meaning of hosting and the aim of an Erasmus program.  
           Such students should not take part in Erasmus projects. All in all, it was a well organised meeting  
           with a lot of interesting workshops and activities for students and teachers that helped us learn a lot  
           about Latvia. Thank you, Renate, for the great week! 
    <8/39>: There is a very good communication between the partners and that helps us to solve every problem  
           that appears. 
    <9/40>: Planning was the best it could be, as Renate did everything she could to make the visit a positive  
           experience for everyone. Good communication between partners enabled us to discuss and solve any  
           problems that may have occurred. Partners meetings were very helpful as there was time for  
           discussion, evaluation and improvement. 
   <10/41>: During each meeting, ALL participating teachers HAVE TO speak English on at least intermediate 
           level 
   <13/44>: Wonderful stay. Thank you so much!  
 

 



Survey Meeting Teachers Poland 
 

 

 

1) The aims and objectives of the project meeting have been met? 
                Aims and objectives have been fully met.          9  (60,00%) 

                                                                  2  (13,33%) 

                                                                  4  (26,67%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

          None of the aims and objectives have been met.          0   (0,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average       1,67           

 

 

2) Students' cooperation during mobilities 
                                    not very cooperative          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (6,67%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  6  (40,00%) 

                                        very cooperative          8  (53,33%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average        4,4           

                                                  Median          5           

 

 

3) Impact on your students involved in the mobilities 
                                               no impact          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (6,67%) 

                                                                  7  (46,67%) 

                                    a significant impact          7  (46,67%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average        4,4           

 

 

4) Impact on your students NOT involved in the mobilities 
                                               no impact          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  2  (13,33%) 

                                                                  7  (46,67%) 

                                                                  3  (20,00%) 

                                    a significant impact          3  (20,00%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average       3,47           

 

 

5) Amount of information given by the partners sufficient for the organization  

   of the mobility 
                                              not enough          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (6,67%) 

                                                                  4  (26,67%) 

                    absolutely sufficient, very detailed         10  (66,67%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average        4,6           



6) Amount of information given by the partners sufficient for the organization  
   of the mobility 
                                              not enough          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (7,14%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  5  (35,71%) 

                    absolutely sufficient, very detailed          8  (57,14%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         14           

                                                 Average       4,43           

 

 

7) Effective conferences for planning the next mobilities 
                                       no, not effective          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  3  (20,00%) 

                                                                  1   (6,67%) 

                                          very effective         11  (73,33%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average       4,53           

 

 

8) Cooperation and communication between the participating organisations 
                                                very bad          0   (0,00%) 

                                                                  1   (6,67%) 

                                                                  1   (6,67%) 

                                                                  9  (60,00%) 

                                               excellent          4  (26,67%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average       4,07           

 

 

9) All organisations equally involved 
                                                      no          0   (0,00%) 

                                                quite ok          7  (46,67%) 

                                                     yes          8  (53,33%) 

                                            ____________       ______________ 

                                                   Total         15           

                                                 Average       2,53           

 

 

10) Comments 
 

     <2/48>:  I was felt at home  

     <3/49>:  Great organization.  

     <9/55>:  Wonderful week in Poland!  Our students were happy and we met efficient,  

              motivated and sympatric colleagues. We have learned a lot about each other!  

              Thank you so much! 

    <10/56>:  hosting families were wonderful and so were the coordinators 

    <11/57>:  hosting families were wonderful and so were the coordinators 

    <12/58>:  - it is really important that all the teachers can speak English 

                (at least A2/B1) 

              - it is very interesting to talk to teachers of other European countries  

                about school and society 

    <13/59>:  Our hicking trip was a great idea. It was a big chance having contact to  

              everybody of the project. Working together is quite difficult if some  

              teachers have no idea of our project! In addition the most important basis  

              for communication is the English language.  

              Unfortunately this time it was again a problem!  


